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1.

My Past

I read the collection of papers in Formal Theories of the Commonsense World
by Hobbs and Moore [1985] in the 1980s. The Naive Physics Manifest by Hayes
[1978] and its application to geography and GIS has been a challenge since: How
do people think about space? How does common spatial thinking work?
In Max Egenhofer's PhD thesis we explored topological, qualitative spatial reasoning [1989][Egenhofer and Franzosa, 1991]; later I worked on qualitative distances
and directions[Frank, 1996][Frank, 1992].

David Mark and I organized the Las

Navas meeting on Cognitive and Linguistic Aspects of Geographic Space [Mark
and Frank, 1991] heavily inuenced by Talmy's How Language Structures Space
[1983] and the Image Schemata concept of Johnson [1987]. Later I formalized spatial prepositions [Frank and Raubal, 1999, Frank, 1998].
My GIScience oriented ontology work convinced me that the usual static approach is not fruitful and I have recently shown how to combine spatial and task
planing in a formally elegant way Frank [2009].
2.

Open Problems

(1) I do not know of an elegant formalization for topological relations between
regions of dierent dimension, regions with holes, etc.; the limitations of
Egenhofer relations or the equivalent RCC-8 relations by Cui et al. [1993],
which remain a vexing problem.
(2) Geometry of real objects does not consist of dimensionless points and innitely thin lines.

How to reason formally with wide lines and extended

points? [Rosenfeld, 1994, Buckley and E.Eslami, 1997] The Egg and Yolk
approach by Clementini and Di Felice [1996] and Cohn and Gotts [1996] and
its extension to fuzzy boundaries [Dilo et al., 2004] does not cover geometric constructions like intersection, bisector, etc. of lines. Wilke investigates
currently if a subset of Euclidean geometry can be formalized for extended
spray can geometry [Wilke and Frank, 2009] with objects using Pavelka
algebra[Pavelka, 1979].
(3) An eort to build representations for geometric objects that are valid for
any dimension are underway by Karimipour et al. [2008a,b]; we have a
representation, which supports gradual renement (i.e., level of detail),
and gives elegant algorithms for union and intersection of two regions of
n-dimension (n=2, 3, ...) Bulbul and Frank [2009], Bulbul et al. [2009]. The
representation gives, similar to region quadtrees, an approximation with an
outer and an inner limit; Egg-Yolk reasoning would bne applicable.
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Challenges

3.1. Level of Detail. Reasoning with multiple levels of detail (and generally with
multiple representations were discussed by Butteneld and Delotto [1989], Butteneld [1993]. People switch eortless between the conceptualization of a city as a
point (I ew to London) and an extended object (I found a hotel in London).
This challenge seems to be related to the next:

3.2. Realistic Ontology for Space AND Time. Constructing an ontology with
spatial objects or assigning geometries to objects is possible [Bennett, 2001], even
when enforcing spatial constraints (e.g., some object collections, like ownership
parcels must be jointly exhaustive, pairwise disjointed, often abbreviated as JEPD).
Including eminently spatial aspects like movement or subdivision of objects cannot
be included in current ontological formalism because they are static representations
and do not include operations to change the values of the relations modeled.
I assume today that the plan to address rst static space and later combine it
with time  as for example, proposed by the NCGIA initially [1989]  does not work.
Movement in space is a fundamental part of spatial thinking and without motion
we will not capture how people think about space. Note, that I focus on movement
here as the, perhaps most prominent, aspect of physical operations, occuring in
space.

Movement is just one of the Image Schemata, which capture on a very

general level the concept of space and operations in space.

4.

How to Proceed

I strongly believe in use cases, preferably not constructing academic use cases,
but real cases the researcher experiences daily. This should not be too dicult for
spatial reasoning, as we all live and move in space.
In the seminal paper Naive Geography by Egenhofer and Mark [1995] many of
the above mentioned problems were already listed; they dreamt of a GIS that can
be used without major training by a new user community such as average citizens.
I, and perhaps others, derived from this two use cases on which I see research
concentrated:

•

Giving instructions for navigation: I nd, however, that I, at least, readily adapt to whatever linguistic expression a car navigation system selects;
naturalness is not really required, consistency is all that counts.

Di-

culties occur when my visual conceptualization of the objects in the world
diers from the navigation systems notion of, e.g., the continuation of a
road by road name, which is an issue of semantic classication of objects
[Frank, to appear 2006]

•

Understanding human descriptions of spatial situation: Limited cases are
solvable, e.g., Pierre Loustau (PhD University of Pau) built a system to
analyze the extensive travel descriptions of the 19th century and produce
geometric representations that can be visualized on a map and queried. Integrating descriptions from dierent sources, with dierent liability remains
a problem (already attached and partially solved in Werner Kuhn's PhD
thesis [1989]).
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Approaches

The diculty is to ask the right question. Small improvements to existing theories are possible (e.g., extensions to RCC or Egenhofer 4- or 9-intersections, a
fuzzycation of x, etc.)

but do not likely yield novel insight to the fundamental

question: What is space? How do people think about space, i.e. how do humans
conceptualize space, time and operations in space.
I follow at the moment a tiered approach [Frank, 2001], where in the rst tier
I posit an Euclidean 3D world with linear time and continuous physical processes.
Human reasoning is, however, with physical objects and discrete operations that
form tier 2. Social meaning of objects and operations is in tier 3, including linguistic
descriptions of spatial simulations in tier 2, which have a physical existence in tier
1. The operations at the dierent tiers are connected, as the lower tier 'implements'
the operation of the next higher tier (note, that I exclude 'freestanding Y terms'
meaning, that every X, which counts as Y in the context Z [Smith and Searle, 2001]
is eventually grounded in a physical object of tier 2). Formalization in a computer
checkable form helps to avoid ones own misconception and the unnecessary ballast
of 2000 years of metaphysics.
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